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Crypto is becoming increasingly known as a frictionless avenue
to launch a viable product or business. The movement from Web
2.0 to Web 3.0 offers many developers the opportunity to launch
proven technologies and software on the blockchain with a first
mover advantage. One of these technologies awaiting
tokenization is reward programs and apps. Many companies offer
rewards for loyalty in the form of discounts or points. The points
earned can be used to buy products or use the services of that
company. One would assume this technology is merely awaiting
the switch to Web 3.0.

FitScrypt is a community driven project that launched their MVP
on the Binance Smart Chain. FitScrypt was created to capture the
fitness market and safely onboard a new community to the Web
3.0 revolution. After successfully attracting thousands of
application users and early supporters, FitScrypt is ready for the
next step forward. Under the leadership of a doxed development
team, FitScrypt will set standards in transparency and offer true
utility in the crypto market.

FitScrypt strives to set a new standard for development and
leadership in the tokenization revolution while creating tangible
value and longevity in a space that is solely reliant on the network
effect.

FitScrypt was inspired by a team of developers that chose to
incorporate health and fitness awareness while playing a major
role in the onboarding of Web 3.0. This led FitScrypt developers to
the untapped crypto Fitness market. Ultimately, FitScrypt as a
mobile application rewards users for their time spent at the gym.
Motivation is hard for many people in their fitness journey.
FitScrypt not only allows users to earn FitScrypt tokens, but it
incorporates a geofencing technology that is frictionless in mass
adoption. Any workout you can dream up, will allow you to collect
and mine your way to fitness at the gym.

Onboard Fitness Enthusiasts Into Crypto
Develop Safe and Practical Applications
Offer Crypto Rewards
Provide Educational Tools

Using a token treasury, FitScrypt will be developing applications
to grow and educate the FitScrypt community. Holders will be
able to use the tokens to vote on application features and request
new developments.The revenue from all applications will be used
to promote community expansion and longevity of the project
itself.

1. Provides a free way to onboard new crypto participants
2. Taps into an unsaturated market
3. Offers revenue through advertising spaces
4. One of the first tokenizations of reward programs
5. Future updates will provide access to Metaverse rewards

Cryptogram
1. Telegram for crypto project communications
2. Verified groups
3. Scam resistant through safety measures
4. Offers new crypto participants a place to do research
5. Provide projects with the best community experience

FitScrypt will be driven by the community and led by the
developers. The early community has provided funding for the
team developers to launch and survey the initial MVP. Upon
further investigation it has become clear the FitScrypt mobile
application will sell itself, and our community will help each and
everyday spreading the word of the new and first of its kind
technology. The community will offer our project graphics,
marketing strategies, web3 developers, and ultimately an
ecosystem that will flourish. Without our community, FitScrypt will
not reach its maximum potential. The health and lives of our
community is not a joke, and neither is FitScrypt. Together we will
take this utility to the next level.

The tokenomics of FitScrypt were created with project longevity in
mind. The founders of FitScrypt recognize that their project will
grow beyond the limits of Pancakeswap. The founders also
recognize the requirements presented by major centralized
exchanges.

$Scrypt

Coming Soon!

4.2 APP REWARDS
60 Minute Session: 50,000 Tokens (Subject to Change)
30 Minute Session: 25,000 Tokens (Subject to Change)
Referrals: 100,000 Tokens (Subject to Change)

The following roadmap items detail all utilities accomplished by
FitScrypt prior to launch and what is planned for 2022. Additional
items will be added to this list as FitScrypt grows and makes
additions to benefit our community's journey.

5.1 PHASE 1
1. Website Launch
2. WhitePaper Launch
3. Launch FitScrypt Mobile App (MVP)
4. Launch FitScrypt Mobile App
5. 2000+ Community Members
6. FitScrypt Merchandise Store Launch
7. Coingecko & Coinmarketcap Listings
8. International Channels
9. Conclude MVP Fundraising

5.2 PHASE 2
1. Official Unicrypt Listing
2. Finalize ILO Funding
3. Onboard Major Influencers
4. Develop and Launch the Governance Platform
5. Mobile App V2
6. 10,000 Plus Mobile App Users

5.3 PHASE 3
1. Expand Marketing Team
2. Development by Governance Voting
3. Mobile App V3
4. Centralized Exchange Listings
5. Expand International Channels
6. Targeted Marketing Campaigns
7. 10,000+ Community Members
8. Additional Partnerships
9. 100,000+ App Users

Instagram;

https://www.instagram.com/fitscrypt/

By purchasing FitScrypt Token, you agree that you are not
purchasing a security or investment contract and you agree to
hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you
may incur. Although FitScrypt is community driven DeFi
Ecosystem and not a registered digital currency, always make
sure that you are in compliance with local laws and regulations
before you make any purchase. Cryptocurrencies are not legal
tender and are not investments.

